
Bayesian prediction of Amblyomma variegatum
dynamics using hidden process models

Fitting State Space Models - Perspectives
Classical state space models (X has linear dynamics, observations Y are Gaussian) are were fitted by the Kalman filter. In ecology, where observations are rarely 

Gaussian and density-dependant processes impose that dynamics are typically non-linear, the Kalman filter has enjoyed only limited popularity. However now, 
Bayesian estimation of ecological state space models is possible, at least in theory, via particle MCMC. What does this imply for ecological forecasting?

Attempts to fit painfully simplified process models to the Nevis-CAP data have revealed that in practice these methods require a certain level of skill and experience. 
Whether or not pMCMC runs or crashes is extremely sensitivity to initial values. Here, despite attempts to account for over-dispersion in the observation model, this 
sensitivity arose from the zero-inflated nature of the observations and initialisation in regions of parameter space located too far from the global maximum posterior 
likelihood. When the particle filter encounters an observation in one of the more heavily infested herds the MCMC acceptance rates for the particle filter generated- 

proposals converged to zero and the algorithm degenerated. In our Darwinian analogy, complete inbreeding had occurred leading to a (population) crash.

Paradoxically, such problems may arise because the KISS (Keep It Super Simple) approach is insufficient to explain the heterogeneity inherent in the data. An over 
simplified model generates a low likelihood and an excessively high variance in the particle filter's likelihood estimator which leads to degeneracy. One might be able 

to advance by carefully identifying a more likely set of initial values. If not, one has to identify some key mechanism(s) that can account for much of the observed 
heterogeneity. Here that would imply between farm heterogeneity in infestation level, which would (if not careful) greatly increase model complexity and CPU / GPU 

time. Whether or not a workable compromise can be found remains to be seen.
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Ultimate Aim: A dynamic forecasting framework for Tropical Bont Tick (TBT) dynamics and their responses to various control measures.

Immediate Aim: Characterise key TBT responses to climatic forcings that generate seasonality as observed on Nevis. 

Why Nevis? Surveillance under the Caribbean Amblyomma Eradication Program (CAP) generated a rich time-series (2001-2006) there.

What Seasonality? TBT is observed most frequently in the 3rd quarter of the year & least frequently in the 4th quarter.

The Approach: Fit state-space models to the CAP time-series via pMCMC.

What is pMCMC? A Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm that uses a particle filter to generate proposal trajectories. 

Particle What? A particle filter is analogous to natural selection. At each observation only trajectories that (are) fit spawn off-spring for the next 
time-step. By combining with MCMC Bayesian inference for non-linear / non-Gaussian state-space modes becomes (in theory) possible. 

State Space Models 
(a.k.a. hidden process models or hidden Markov models)

Observed time series
i.e. CAP surveillance TBT counts

Hidden state of the system
i.e. “true” population size & structure

A very general paradigm with two components.

Observed Seasonality

Fig 1 : Monthly mean TBT counts per farm 
visit by Nevis' CAP surveillance team.

Fig 2 : Monthly mean precipitation at 
Brown Hill, Nevis (www.worldclim.org). 

CAP surveillance on Nevis identified clear seasonality in adult TBT counts on domestic 
ruminants (fig 1). Seasonal variation in temperature on Nevis is small - worldclim mean 
monthly temperatures at Brown Hill vary from 24.7oC (January & February) to 27.7oC 
(August). A more likely explanation lies in seasonal precipitation patterns (fig 2), the 

sensitivity of juvenile stages to desiccation and associated adjustments to the activity 
rates of engorged females. Numerous process models are being tested to capture 

these responses.

Response to Treatment

Fig 3 : Daily TBT counts observed by 
Nevis' CAP surveillance team.

Fig 4 : Distribution of last treatment date - 
surveillance date time intervals.

The CAP treatment protocol was that every ruminant receive a Bayticol pour-on 
treatment each two weeks (approximate duration of female attachment). The CAP goal 
of elimination was very close to being achieved on Nevis when CAP ended in 2007 (fig 
3). This decline was achieved despite difficulties accessing all animals – fig. 4 suggests 

that perhaps in practice the bi-weekly protocol was adhered to 60%. Once fitted, a 
state-space model could provide Bayesian estimates on how much longer or how 
much more intensity CAP would have required to achieve elimination on Nevis.
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